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The nature and origin of the balance^f-paypents problems

Nearly three decades, after political independence, deficits in the balance

of payments have not- only bulged but are thwarting economic growth. lzi sorae

African Developing countries, the full riai^titude of the task has not been

realized owing to the ready availability of foreign resource inflows. Unfortunately,

hardening aid terms are now provoking ah outflow of resources in the form of

capital repayments and JLnterest charges. Mother reason for Africa's external

disequilibrium is to be found in changing terms of trade. Gains from an expanded

volume of exports are at times nullified by declining prices for the exported

cor,;.;odi ties.

The continent inherited an econoxdc strategy pri:.;arily dependent on

export expansion from the era of colonialism and econonic dependence and the

institutional structure^ typical of African countries continued after independence.

It was thought the spill-over effect of expanded export production would spread

into other sectors and exports ttouI d thus pull the rest of the economy along with

it. However,, as it turned out this export-oriente'd strategy failed to sustain

'he developr.eiit momentum. In. other words, to the extent that fundamental 'str&ctui'al-

changes have not been made to political and economic institutions and the export

dependent area has merely been extended the balance-of -payr-ents problems has ■ tended

to widen while underdevelopv.ent lias, tended to persist. Nor is this all. Attempts ;■

at ir.port substitution under these circa; .stances only perpetuated the dependence

of the African ecoTiorr/ on externally derived inputs.

To :.:ake point r.iore sharply s jrying to evolve policies (for instance

monetary policies) to correct the external payment disequilibrium of developing'

Africa without looking at the real factors responsible for the deficit is a

partial and faulty approach.

Merchandise trade.

In addition to escalating iriport growth and a structural concentration of

imports on. food and fuel, t". e 1.70s saw a general slackening of export growth

and adverse :.;ove^:ents...in the terus of trade brought about by rapid increases ■ ■'

in the pricet,of manufactures and other basic inportc. Even more worrisome is .'.'.'

the plight of the least developed. and landlocked countries whose exports have

stagnated and per capita income increased only marginally. These countries ' .

lost not only development :.:o;.eriL'u:: ii?. the 1 70s but ended 'the decade with

massive debt and.payment obligations.

Tlie denand in developed countries for food itens such as coffee and tea either

has stagnated or lias been persistently declining. For instance, consumption of ccf5-

in the United States of America is no higher today than it was in 1.50, despite c>i

increase of rore than 20 per cent in the population in the intervening period, 7hp

derr.and for cocoa between 1950 end ,19-30 grew by a ir.ere 1.4 per cent per annum. Oi'Jorii

;.:ore of the same, c .ings to people who do not want ;:ore of them ;has been one of1 the mr
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shortcomings of developing Africa's export policy over the last three
decades.

Rapid export expansion is constrained by the increased production of

substitutes. The current sluggie'- denand for cotton mirrors both the

natural weakness of demand for textiles and the increasing challenges of
synthetics. Moreover., Cotton is fast losing ground in the developed world,

where changing consumer tastes and expectations have led to a rapid

intrusion of the new non-cellulosic fibres. The demand for copper in the

industrialized countries has increased at a dismal 3»S per cent per year

over the last fifteen years7 and copper is now coming under increasing

threat from substitutes; aluminum for electrical conductors, fibre

optics for telecommunications system, titanium for heat exchangers, and

plastic and aluminum for car radiators and other components.

Tariffs nd quotas have been used by developed countries to restrict

imports of traditional African products, especially since the onset of the

economic recession in the 1970s, Increasingly, the tariffs are coming to

penalize products that have undergone any substantial degree of processing.

Quantitative restrictions are being put on imports of cereals, textiles,

leather products and the industrialized countries are using guaranteed

prices to support their own production of beet sugar, soya beans and oil seeds.

Worse still, with the developed -.jorld's iiuritets nearly saturated with

consumer gsods and population growth virtually halted, it seems there are

limits to the growth of exports to the industrialized countries. African

xports to Eastern Europe are actually declining. At the same time there

has been little expansion of intra-Afriean tradeB

The degree of concentration in African trade is another cause for

concern. Most African countries depend on only two or three products for

the bulk of their export earnings., and the markets for these products are

subject to violent fluctuatxons which can cause instability in export receipts.

Food imports have been growing at nn alarming rate, and despite its vast

livestock wealth, Africa still imports quite a large proportion of its .seat and

milk. Even where resources have been available, very little has been invested

in the development of the agricultural sector.- lr, a number of cases, also,

foreign exchange has been squandered on iy.:pcr-corl .luxury -roods.

Capital goods have tended to decline as a total proportion of imports

in a number of African countries, no': because of higher production levels

in developing Africa but because the oil-importing countries in particular

have had to spend more of their foreign, exchange earnings on fuel and food

imports. This will inevitably affect the future growth of the African

economies.

In conclusion, African countries have become increasingly dependent on

imported food and fuel over the past thirty years* All indications are

that they urgently need vigorous and comprehensive food and energy Strategies

aimed At reducing their dependence on importsf and that their future import

policies will have to be rigorously selective, giving priority to imports

of capital goods that will help them pi-od.-.-c capital r;oods of their own.
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Invisible trade

In virtually every country in l~ho region invisible trade contributed

substantially to the balance-of-tr-payments deficit: The only exception.to

the trend being private unrequited transfers to a very few labour-exporting

countries ouch as Egypt, Upper Volta and Lesotho.

On average,, the amount spent by African countries on shipping increased

in roughly the same rate( as the value of the goods they imported between^.

1972 and l^GO. Variations in the ratio of shipping costs to import- values

may be partly explained by geographical factors. Landlocked countries

consistently pay higher shipping costs. But variations can also be due

to the nature and value of the -coniiiodities transported. - - - ■ ■ -

Fkyrcents for shipment increased at an average rate of 17.2'per cent per year

from 197?- >o 3980• They also increased as a share, of the total service

balance, from 30*1 per cent in 1972 to 36.1 per cent in 193O« Faced ,with :

such-burdens as these, African developing countries clearly need to improve

their harbour infrastructure and national fleets in order to.be able to

handle ft larger share of their foreign trade. .

The African insurance industry is certainly undeveloped compared with .

that existing in other developing countries. African insurance markets

are :relatively small and che insurance trade itself is concentrated in very

limited activities.

The bulk of business comes from automobile insurance in many countries.e

Because of this, their general lack of know—how and their close.links with

foreign, insurance holdings, most African insurance companies have to rely

heavily on reinsurance abroad.

Ne- outflows of income on direct investments increased in the majority, _ti,

of the African countries surveyed. Jn some others, the process of .,,._ .

indigenization was hastened by an Investment policy clecree which made a . ...

specified level of. State participation niandatory in certain enterprises.

However, despite the adoption of indigenlzation measures to bring about

a higher ,degree of economic independence, direct investment from;.abroad f,-L ,

increased sharply in the lr 70s and so did the related outflows of profits

and dividends. ; ,

Other Services comprise financial services paid by banks, consultancy,.

leasing, engineering and constructions A substantial snare of profit

transfers by the , transnational corporations usually comes under this category

in the guise of transfers of management, accounting and kindered services

to a branch or subsidiary by its parent.
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Be chat as it night, African countries have remained dependent on

the developed world for most services, and their economies have been sapped

by the related financial outflows. They have not been helped by the

oligopolistic structure of the world market: a few cartels of foreign

companies dominate the international service business.

In order to change this situation, African countries must work together

at creating a common base so as to give then greater contractual power

vis—&-«ls the existing foreign cartels. Their main goal should be to be

able to offer African services.

Policies to reduce balance-of • payments deficit

(i) Export policy

While the long-tern objective of developing African countries is to

reduce their dependence on foreigi trade, some means of escaping the

prevailing impasse also has to be devised. To begin with, African countries

will have to co-ordinate their development plans, in particular as they

relate to export-oriented industries. Future development policy needs to be

tailored to changing the commodity composition of exports and maximizing

export earnings. At present the ir.ain obstacle to an export-oriented

strategy is the high cost of African products resulting from low productivity

and relatively high wages. It is true that vigorous and efficient industries

cannot be created overnight. Jfowever, export markets :.:ust begin to be

cultivated as soon as possible if they are to be fully Exploited in due

course. Incentives for the export industries in the initial stages are

therefore imperative. ■

Efforts are gradually being made, however to change the situation. In

accordance with the Lagos Han of Action, subregional and regional economic

co-operation- are being intensified. any intergovernmental co-operative

arrangements have been established or strenthened, generally with the ain

of enhancing subregional economic co-operation and trade. The treaty

establishing the Economic Comaunily of West African States (ECOTAS) which
was signed in 1 75 provides for the -liberalization of trade with other

subregion?! the abolition of all barriers to the free novement of persons, the

progressive elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to the movenent

of goods and the joint exploitation of natural resources in fields such as

agriculture, transport, forestry and mining. Another example of economic

co-operation is provided by the ;-Jest African Economic Community (CEAO),
whose funding agreement provides for the free movement of goods which have

not undergone industrial processing, a preferential scheme for industrial

goods and common external tariffs besides co-operation and integration in

such areas as industry, transport, agriculture and tourism.
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Serious efforts have also been made to enhance intergovernmental

collaboration in other subregions. ECA provided extensive assistance in the

Establishment of the Referential Trade Area (FTA) for Eastern and Southern
African States.

(ii) Tariff and import substitution policies

African countries have often been criticized for dissipating hard—earned

foreign exchange by pursuing import substitution strategies that do not make

optimal use of financial and human resources. For instance, many African

development plans afford protection to industries in their infancy

but say very little about how many "infants" should be artificially

nourished .how soon and in what sequence. Restrictions on the import of

luxury items are sometimes followed by domestic production of the same

items, and taxes on domestically-produced luxuries are generally only a

fraction of the duties to which they would have been subject if imported*

Often the domestic manufacture of previously imported <*oods is manufactured

only in name, in the sense that the bulk of the components are imported

ready-made and the easy profits made in a sheltered market represent an

additional burden on the balance of payments.

The failure of import substitution in Africa also shows the neglect

of the majority of parastatals to cut operating costs, instead of putting

pressure on Governments to obtain a series of privileges so that they can

show higher earnings (profits). More often than not, parastatals are

required to hire more people than they need, to provide services without

payment, or to hold down the prices of the goods and services they sell.

Little savings in foreign exchange have resulted, certainly, from

the introduction of foreign-owned "finishing—touch" processing or assembly

operations. Furthermore, the extension of import substitution to inter

mediate and capital goods has been affected by the "real" price of foreign

exchange, which is determined by the system of -"F-rifs and import levies,

import bans and license As well as the exchange rate. And in many countries

the maintenance of too low a real price for foreign exchange is inhibiting

the development of domestic capital goods industries, thus increasing the

deficit in the balance of payments.,

African Governments clearly need a more flexible and balanced tariff

s^tem in keeping with their industrialization plans. This would entail

thte Careful selection and development of those sectors which have low

import co—efficients first and foremost industries that can eventually become

more self—reliant by using inexpensive domestic raw uaterialst Much as tariff

protection deserves consideration, it is important that tariff walls are not kept

up indefinitely but gradually revised in response to the domestic industrial

effort. The costs of import substitution through protection must also be

compared to its benefits, not merely in raising foreign exchange as is customary

in the literature, but in effecting desired structural changes.
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The .efficacy of the IMF prescription in t,he African setting

As the payments imbalan.Ce of the developing countries Worsened in

the 1970s* the Rand came to see that new blends of adjustment and finance

were needed along with assistance of greater magnitude and longer duration.

Consequently, in addition to higher credit tranches, the Fund revised the

provisions of the Compensatory* Financing Facility iH~>197Sf.1979 an^ 19°^'5

it also created the Oil. Facility (1975)? the trust Fund (19^); the extended
facility"(1974)5 the supplementary financing facility (1979) and the enlarged
•ccess fblicy (1981)« M important event in the evolution of the Fund's

policies occurred in 1980, when gross assistance to IMF members from' its

own and borrowed resources was raised to 150 per cent per year of present

quota (excluding purchases under the compensatory and buffer stock "finahxiing
facilities), or a total of 450 per cent of quota over three years. ,*

IMF programmes usually involve devaluation, credit restriction and

fiscal, retrenchment. These stereotyped prescriptions have to be adhered

to regardless of the origin of the payments difficulty. In years of such

stereotype demands not a single country that has followed the Fundls

prescriptions has experienced a long-term improvement.

The balance of payments difficulties of the ^reat majority of developing

African countries in the 1970s were riainly the product of external disturbances,

aggravated by the two oil price hikes in 1973 and lp73t protectionist

measures imposed by the industrialized countries deteriorating terms of trade,

and the protracted world recession.

Yet the £und continues to prescribe programmes based on the premises that

any individual country's deficit is due to excessive -loney supply and an

over—valued currency. It is little wonder that developing countries avoid

the fund's conditional credit facilities in spite of their growing payment

difficulties. : *
'■ • . . ■ ■ .n i" ■

As regards fiscal adjustment through control of government expenditure,

it must be pointed out that stabilization programmes often emphasize reducing

the government dificit without distinguishing between types of expenditure

and their impact on the productivity of the economy, and cuts have

often been made to reduce the deficit in the short»-riHi without taking

into consideration the possible consequences for the medium-term growth

capadtyL of the economy, ■ ;' '

3HF has a built-in preference for using the market'rather than the

pbwer of the State to attain certain socio-economic objectives. The favourite

prescription of the Fund's economists is a correction of the price system,

particularly exchange rates, interest rates,' the terms of trade between

agriculture and industry and the prices of all factors of production. Ifowever,
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the limited effectiveness of the price mechanism as a device for allocating

and directing resources in countries where there is a large subsistence sector

needs no restating.

3e that as it may, IMF adjustuervt program ,es operate in the shore-run

without sufficient Consideration of the consequences-on long-term developtnent

growth. There is no doubt that there are cases in which a substantial degree

of adjustment nay be affected in the short-run. More frequently, however,'

the imbalances which lead countries to seek IMF assistance are large and
persistent, and the remedies applied should be concerned with long-tern structural

change „

Conclusion

The persistent balance-of-payments deficits of most 'developing African
countries are p'aVtly the fault of the current international trade and" payments
mechanism. The current structure of international trade, which has an
important bearing oh. supply and deoand patterns in the less developed countries

has"no built-in \iechanisn either to boost these countries1 export earnings
or to increase foreign resource inflows by other means. Export-led growth
or "transformation through trade" is Made impossible hy unfavourable price and
income trends, unstable export demand and trade barriers. As a result,
neither deflationary monetary and fiscal policies nor expenditure-switcfiing
policies are effective in eliminating the continent's chronic balance-of-payments

problems.

Unfortunately, the adjustnent processes urged if not imposed on
African countries'by IMF to date have been based on the restriction of; import
growth and economic development, which are not likely to lead towards* "African

economic, independence.

After* nearly two and a half decades of political independence, the

guiding principle of economic policy in developing Africa is still .that
orowth can be maximized by ever increasing doses of foreign aid. It is

impossible to find a development plan or, for that natter, a development

budget that has been framed without any mention of foreign resource inflows.
In other words, growth will fall well short of the targets s^t'unless

money is obtained From outside sources, and what .atters most is not

how Africans perceive their planned objectives, but how outsiders do;
No wonder then that Africa is vastly -ore dependent on the outside world

today than it was two decades agoo

' Developing Africa has been trying to invest too ::.uch in relation to

iomectic savings. Its reliance on foreign aid has becoi-.e deep-seated, and

has led it to relax its own resource mobilization efforts. No country is

too poor to save if the available potential is effectively harnessed.
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Everywhere in Africa, however, the burden of taxation falls on the subsistence

sector and Governments increasingly tailoring their policies to favour

the modern sector with strong fiscal and monetary incentives. Worse, the

proceeds of taxes on farmers are often used for urban-oriented infrastructure

rather than the promotion of agriculture. Nowhere in the world have i:ho t

urban sectors been fed such large chunks of n::ieat" at the expense of the >

subsistence sector. The urban population has easy access to clean drinking /#.

water, health services, modern education and other public utilities; its

food and fuel imports are heavily aubaidized, In. contrast, rlie peasants

still live at subsistence levels, in conditions that stagger the imagination.

They are dispersed, unorganized, unschooled, ill-equipped and ill-nourished

Yet they are made to bor.r a. disproportionate ta;: burdsn in the name of

development•

This in as dangerous as it is shortsighted. The sooner thai: built—in

inequity is corrected and the domestic resources mobilization effort stepped

up, the less will become Africa's external dependence, If account is taken

of the growing signs of aid-weariness among donors and the hardening of

aid terras, it must be obvious that Africa's salvation cannot be won by proxy.

Nor should it be. Economic development is basically a national enterprise,

and development begins in the hearts and souls of those who aspire to

greater Mastery of their own destiny.

In sum :ary, the balance of payr.ents problem of developing Africa is

basically a structural one, requiring domestically initiated growth ande

fundamental structural change. There must be a shift in emphasis, from

the production of a narrow range of primary commodities destined for export

to the use of domestic energies to bring about domestic growth, £bw is

the shift to be attained? First, available resources must be invested

in basic industries that will .:aks for an integrated •conor.iy, create

internal demand and minimize the dependence of the periphery on the centre.

The accent -rast be put on the development of agro—industry and other basic

industries (cement, iron and steel, metallurgical> c'-ei.iical, mechanical
and electrical) which promote self—reliance by using domestically available

materials and lessen the present dependence on imported industrial inputs.

This does not mean that agricultural development should he ignored „ Che

way of overcoming Africa's vulnerability is to see to it that agriculture

produces '.aterials and food that can be disposed of on the domestic market,

so that reliance on exports is kept to a mininu ;.

Secondly, full use must be made of regional co-operation and intra—

African trade, and development plans must be drawn up with this aid in view.

The creation of co-operative arrangements without custoas and trade barriers,

the harmonization of tax systems in order to facilitate industrial co-operation

and the local processing of raw materials for marketing within the region

should be vigorously pursued. It is only throug'. intra-regional trade

and other types of economic co-operation that African industries can benefit

fror.: the economies of scale vital for their development.

Thirdly, Africa's physical and service infrastructure, originally designed to

cater to the needs of the colonial powers, must be radically modified* The re-orienta

tion of the transport network, banking, insurance, shipping and other ancillary

services to enhance the domestic growth effort is of paramount importance*


